
Conservatory Set Up and Take Down Instructions

1.Take conservatory out of storage bag
carrying case.

The closed Conservatory.

2. Conservatory will pop open to full diameter.

5. insert fiber pole in top green pocket.

Helpful Hint: Soft sole shoes are recommended
when assembling Conservatory

8. Repeat inserting poles in top then bottom
pockets and fasten in place as you go.

Helpful Hint: Insert Poles in opposing sides
then fill in between, 12, 6, 3,  9 o’clock

7.Velcro pole in place the full length
along green band line.

9. The use of the supplied shade cloth is
highly recommended. For ease of installation
attach it to top inside hanger while green
house is laying on its side.

6. Follow green band line to matching
bottom pocket and insert bottom of pole
into floor pocket.

4. Assemble fiber poles to full length.3. Remove fiber poles from storage pack.

10. Once all poles are in place and shade
cloth is fastened to top hanger, stand 
conservatory up.

Conservatory 
Set Up Instructions



Conservatory 
Take Down Instructions

1. Remove all fiber pole stakes and shade cloth.
Hold both bands together, hands at 10 and 2 o’clock.

2. Roll unit like a giant taco.

3. Roll unit to opposite side.

6. Holding right hand in place, grab left hand
portion and fold on top of right hand.

9. Hold 3 rings together.

8. Holding left hand over center grab right
portion and fold over center.

10. Stand unit, hold between legs, and pull bag
over unit and zip up putting fiber pole bag and
stake bag in last.

7. Left hand folds over right hand. (center).

5.Then roll the edge under.4.Take top edge to bottom edge.

12. Screens can be zipped open or shut for pro-
tection from insects.

13. Insert stakes in the ground.The high wind
tie downs attach to D rings between windows.
The conservatory may be weighed down with
bricks/timbers etc. on a hard surface by weight-
ing the bottom skirting inside and out.

®

11. Shade cloth then fastens above windows onto
the poles.Ventilation is vital unzip windows and
door. Integrated tie backs are supplied.


